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Editor’s Note 
Welcome to The Gentian’s Issue 4! We hope you enjoy this varied selection of brilliant poems and 

photographs inspired by what we can lose and what we can find. In this issue, we feature work 

exploring the finding or losing of places, of loved ones, of memories, of ourselves... Thank you as 

always to everyone who submitted their work! 

Happy reading! 

Beth Davies 

Editor 

 

Submissions Call for Issue 5: Growth 
The theme for our next issue will be growth. For the chance to be featured, send your poems  

and photography inspired by this theme to poetry.society@durham.ac.uk by midnight on Friday  

6th December 2019. Please send poems attached to your email as separate word documents. Photos 

should be in high quality JPEG or PNG format. If you wish your photo to be accompanied by a 

caption or an explanation of how it links to the theme, you can include that in your submission. 

More information about The Gentian can be found on our Facebook page or our website: 

https://thegentian.wordpress.com/ 

 

Here are some ideas to inspire your work on this theme: 

• You might want to think about the growth of plants, animals, cities… 

• You could explore growing up, adolescence, the idea of maturing physically or emotionally 

and the struggles that come with growth. 

• You might want to think about creative growth or the growth of a talent/ passion. The idea 

of growth can be linked to learning, education or development of skills 

• You could write about the growth of negative things: the growth of mould or other forces of 

decay, the growth of jealousy or other negative feelings, the growth of cancer or other 

diseases….  

• You could think about situations where someone or something fails to grow or does not 

grow in the expected way.  

• You could write from the perspective of someone or something experiencing growth, or you 

could write from an external point-of-view. What is it like to witness the growth of others? 

• What nurtures different types of growth? What holds it back? 

 

Remember that we always interpret our themes loosely, so please send your work along even so if  

you’re not sure whether it fits! We can’t wait to see what you come up with! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cover Image by Rosalind Usher  

https://thegentian.wordpress.com/
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The Night That Robin Died 
Laura Potts 
 
I remember it best as burnt lips and black 
that night when the mouth of the house spat  
you and your terminal news out to the stars  
and back. Before the last evening hours  
had passed, flame yielding life to the ember, 
the crack of your ash called a duskdark September 
too soon to its spring. It was the summer to never  
 
remember. Robin, that radio screamed all the night 
like your ambulance light living on and tight 
was my wren-clenched flesh, was the glut 
in my throat for you, lost-light bird never cut 
from the cage. The age that was yours was the loudest 
and long, but that old August day blew its dust 
far on past those bones growing epigraph-grey: 
a memento that death is just one storm away.  
 
These days, one more last-light life blown out, 
the heart in my body beats that much more loud. 
Oh gallow-bound you with the ballroom grin, 
for each crowd at your feet another rose out in 
a mutual call, a language too dark for the masses 
at all. That fall from the world, as springtime passes 
its breath to the last, was the black blacker blackest 
 
that my past has carried. After that passage, dusk folded 
and wearied away, I stood at the gate summer-coated 
to wait, watching your far-flaming ghostlight fade. 
You never doubted the fire that flared, that made 
you a light living on in the night. While bone-body dies 
and we look to the stars bygone-bright in your eyes, 
know only your laughter lit hearthstone and home. 
Know yours is the name never lost from the stone.  
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Page 962, by Talya Stitcher (@stitchersnapshots) 

 

 

 
by Rosalind Usher   
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Finding my film again 
Elizabeth Gibson 

 

All is not lost. 

 

The waves on the sand, I forgot how 

peaceful that beach was, how that 

pulsing sound was a cupped hand 

in my core, grabbing and spilling. 

 

All is not lost. 

 

The foal and its mother in the green, 

green meadow, thick with wildflowers, 

the moment I was sure I had found 

heaven. They still stagger, stay up. 

 

All is not lost. 

 

The late sun in the streets of Vigo, 

orange and brown, the Merman with 

his Celta scarf, turquoise and cool 

on his silver form. Surreal. Swimming. 

 

All is not lost. 

 

The port glittering, so shiny it hurt, 

the clouds and seagulls, a big, perfect 

world. A hundred paintings could not 

capture it, nor does my footage, but –  

 

All is not lost. 

 

The hills, green and white and more 

green, the bridge, so high, the waterfall 

rich and white. The damp, the buds 

and fungi, the quietest of the quiet. 

 

All is not lost. 

 

The day the United supporters arrived, 

red filling the streets, pink smoke 

and rude cheers, scarfs on sale, and 

I wished I had bought one, to remember. 

 

All is not lost. 
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The mountain, my home. The cats, 

chunky, warm in the setting glow, 

tortoiseshell and soft, the racket of 

crickets and frogs by the pond outside. 

 

All is not lost. 

 

My writing shows hindsight, my 

photos my mind can frame, but these 

clips just are, were, can never be 

taken away. Vigo was wild and safe. 

 

And remembering is okay.  
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Chemical Accident 1, by Thomas Drezet 

 

 
Chemical Accident 2, by Thomas Drezet 
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Gold  
G.E.Harloe 

 

The side of my eyes grew wealthy, grass blades 

abandoned my pupils, burst out, sought sun. 

Fists lashed by gripped reigns, you dragged us through day 

I brimmed, I shrugged out, I began to run. 

 

The pool of my mind was deathly, it lay 

aside, stabbed into by straight, freezing bolts. 

Wader, upriver, you moved your warm ray 

up, a strong stride, I went around your faults. 

 

But where gold presses my skin, I erupt — 

water stamped down, I suffer extrusion. 

Our currencies provoked that fired touch; 

you stole my steam, tore wet from our fusion. 

 

You menace my world, you’ve reach your scorched peak, 

my waters halved, I go blind with that breach.  
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Look Back 
Dean Robinson 

 

I left the world for a time. 

Not dead, but dying for a while. 

And then it ebbed away to something thinner 

There on the edges. 

A shadow within the shadows.  

A whisper in a crowd.  

And a trigger brought forth by a smile  

Or a song.  

Ignored and shelved at the back. 

A glimpse from her would show 

She too had returned with the burden  

I see her taking snapshots with pooled eyes 

A long exposure look to recall 

At some later date with pooled eyes. 

 

What once hid and stalked like a ghoul,  

A spectre creeping like winter, 

Is now with us. 

An unwanted guest, whose pattern is dismissed 

Both here and gone. 

 

Not reborn, just different now.  

Still me, just better. 

Still here, just deeper. 

Still me. Just.  
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Esja, by Talya Stitcher (@stitchersnapshots) 
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The Mouse-Pound  
The Edinburgh Muse 

 

Looking fervently through the house 

And out in the fields and under the grouse 

Looking, looking, looking for my mouse 

The mouse I had dressed in a little white blouse 

 

"Where is my mouse?" I cried into the air! 

Where oh where oh where oh where? 

The air didn't reply, it wouldn't dare 

Not with me wearing my green underwear 

 

The green underwear that I wore of occasion  

The occasion being, I was in frustration 

And wanted my pain felt throughout the nation 

Then, a brainwave, and I popped to the station 

 

Once at the station I had a glance around, 

Gaze resting on the little mouse-pound 

To the spot where he was snoozing sound 

Under a sign proclaiming - 'Lost and Found' 
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Red Fish, Blue Fish, Whitefish 
L.E.D. 

 

Grandpa in his Blue shirt and his Red tackle box 

Standing against the Turquoise water on the Yellow sand  

Casting out with his Orange pole with the Green lure,  

And his Sepia skin protecting him from the warm Burnished sun.  

 

I’m watching in my Pink dress with my Rosy flip-flops,  

Sitting on the Blonde sand under a Fuchia hat,  

Near my mother with her Cream sunscreen and Lavender sunglasses, 

And the Neon ice-lolly in my Blush hand melts under the warm Burnished sun.  

 

He reels in a Scarlet fish from the Cerulean sea,  

Filling his Periwinkle bucket with Ivory foamy water,  

Before he attaches another Chartreuse lure to his Tangerine pole. 

And his voice when he calls out for me to come look is warm and Burnished.  

 

But he’s dead now, and I’m ten thousand miles away.  

And the sun here is grey anyway. 
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Untitled 
Robert Crawfurd 

 

She makes me observe 
How sometimes the leaves rustle the trees and create music and 
Other times they float to obscure our reflection. 
 
 

Pygmalion 
Robert Crawfurd 
 
I piece pieces of people together exactly 
Unlike Pygmalion carving his milky marble yet look 
For there are golden blemishes amongst the stone. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
by Thomas Drezet 
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The Weeping Pillow 
Tony Goodall 
 
I sculpted her from down and case, 
A ring-less ringer in her place. 
“It’s just no good”, I softly said, 
A flood of tears appeared instead. 
 
Her voice that night it came to me, 
Of angelic clarity. 
“Don’t weep for me”, the lost one said, 
Her figure mimicked in my bed. 
 
Of life and love we talked ‘til day, 
Until light had taken dark away. 
“I have to go”, the image said, 
These words struck muscle life to death. 
 
“But what of me? My life is now, 
Full of lies despair and doubt!”. 
“Give it time and you will see, 
I’ll meet you by the willow tree”. 
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Once I was found 
K 
 
Once I was lost, just floating, adrift at sea. 
And then somehow we met, and you found me, 
and I found you, and we then found the world- 
this grand thing, into which we all are hurled. 
A bearing, a north, a safe port of call, 
wishing that into your hands I could fall, 
a castaway object- broken, now whole- 
picked up and healed by your beautiful soul. 
Confessing, hearing, guiding each other, 
ships now with sails, charts, compass, and rudder, 
over the waves, by sun, moon, and starlight. 
Yeah, it sounds so damn saccharine-sweet right? 
But honestly though, that is how it feels 
along with the wound that still nothing heals. 
A gaping hole in my heart, still bleeding, 
always haunting- when awake, when sleeping- 
because now you are gone, taken away, 
and somehow, it’s still night, even at day. 
The darkness claimed you and now you are gone, 
my own one haunts me as I wander on, 
by the heavens cast off, once again thrown 
back into that dark I so long have known. 
Returning once more to that lightless deep, 
desperately clinging at things to keep- 
memories and objects, photos and words, 
a magnificent cage where stirs no birds. 
Holding on tightly to what’s left from then, 
a precious lamp now that I’m lost again. 
Drifting in darkness, without path or aim 
yet grasping on memories all the same. 
For once I was found, but now I am lost. 
For once I was found. But now I am lost. 
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A Hillside Companion, by Talya Stitcher (@stitchersnapshots)  
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Tender Roots 
Jessica Bosak 

 

We used to drive 

Into the country, out in the sticks 

Walk through the grass in the sunshine. 

You used to show us the wild things 

The snakes under corrugated iron 

The toads and the frogspawn. 

You taught me the names of the birds 

And the language of the insects 

And we’d sit and we’d watch; 

Plovers, sandpipers, godwits. 

Dragonflies, moths and wasps. 

 

And you’d take us to the car shows, 

With air thick from the smoke of cigarettes 

And bangers; beat-up cars snapping and popping 

Engines roaring, straining to get up to speed 

And failing; the steam-fair lights  

were more exciting 

than any circus. 

 

Or we’d drive to the ocean 

Handle crabs and shrimp and mermaids’ purses  

washed on beaches; cuttlefish bones 

taken home to amuse Zebra Finches and 

Tortoises; fossilised memories more precious 

Than any pearl 

 

Yet still we searched with buckets and nets 

as the night drew close and the tide drew out; 

Wading through the thick-mud sand 

Black fish darting to our feet and away again. 

Then we’d take the walk up evening hill, 

Stare at the stars and feel the salty breeze 

Whispering past our cheeks. 

 

And now I stand with river winds 

Caressing only my cheeks. 

The scent of moss and wet soil, 

Of baked stone and beers, a weird sense 

Nostalgia or sadness, wistful or regret 

Missing the things I’ve left behind, the things I lost 

With you. 

Content with the things I gained, the things I found 

Alone. 


